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SUBJECT: "COAT MAKING." Information from home economists of the U. S. Department

of Agriculture.

- - - -

Today I'd like to pass on to you some of the highlights of a little "booklet

that came off the press just the other day. This "booklet is called "Coat Making

at H me," and it is one of the latest "bulletins put out "by the U. S. Department of

Agriculture.

This is a "bulletin to help you if you are going to make a coat soon - or

if you're going to make over a coat - or if you're just going to make a few alter-

ations on the coat you are wearing now.

The author of the coatmaking "bulletin is Margaret Smith, clothing specialist

of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

In "Coat Making at H me" Miss Smith has written 27 pages of how-to-do-it.

She describes in detail all the important points of coat making. And the points

that are hard to describe she shows in clearcut illustrations scattered generously

throughout the "bulletin.

If you've always thought that it was impossible for you to make a really

presentable coat at home listen to what Miss Smith has to say on that score.

S ays she:

"Making a good-looking coat a coat with the air of th° professional tailor

can "be done at home. It is no more difficult than many other sewing jobs women

tackle."

That is, you can do it if you don't tackle the hardest kind of coat to make

at the very first. Miss Smith says that first of all you need a good pattern.





Thpn you need to learn some of the tricks of the tailoring trade. And prohahly

most important of all—you need the patience to do exacting work.

You know, of course, that you can save money if you make a good warm coat

rather than "buy it readymade. But this year "brings aided reasons for making

coats at home* There is a nation-wide movement on to conserve wool, One of the

test ways to conserve wool is to mak° every piece now in existence work as long as

it will. Old coats that are outgrown or outdated often have in them wool of

good quality that has many more years of wear left in it„

And now for some special tips on making coats from Miss Smith's "bulletin.

Hare's what she has to say about r>att°rns:

Invest in a high-gra^o pattern, she advises, Euy a coat pattern in the

saran size as you do a dr^ss pattern, no larger. If standard patterns do not fit

your figure perfectly, "buy the siz^ that fits shoulders and bust. You'll find

it easier to alter the pattern in other places.

If you intend to use a thick, rough wool, get a style of coat that hangs

rath°r straight. If you want a more fitted type of coat, then you'll find that

a lighter, softer cloth will work up "better. If you hare a corduroy or velveteen

to make up, select a pattern with as few construction lines as possible and not

a lot of outside stitching. These materials usually won't press out as smoothly

as wools.

If you don't want to buy more material than the very miniirum, here's

a suggestion from Miss Smith,,

;
She says that it's most economical of material to use a plain fahric,

You'll notice on your nattern that the yardage suggested for plain materials is

less than for napped fabrics such as velveteen or corduroy. And. for stripes or

plaids, you need additional yardage so you can match the material at the seams

and the fronts.





Now—as for the actual buying, of the material. Here again the emphasis

is on reading labels and guarantees of any sort that you can find. Another place

to look for clues to the quality of material is in fine print on the holt end of

yard goods. Unless the coat material you "buy is labeled as thoroughly shrunk "by

the manufacturer Miss Smith says it's safer to ask the store to shrink it for you

than to try to shrink it yourself. Read labels also to make sure the material is

colorfast to sunlight, dry cleaning, and water. And when you buy a lining material,

try to find out if that is colorfast to perspiration.

As for the actual making of the coat, one of the most important things to

remember is to press and press again. If your coat is to fit smoothly and look

trim and tailored, you have to press it at every step of the making.

"When you bring material home from the store, hang it on hangers or a rod.

Then as soon as you get the shoulder seams and the side seams of the coat made

keep the coat on a hanger while you work on other parts. Never cross two seams

without first pressing them both open.

Since one of the most effective ways of getting a coat to look well-tailored

is to include little tailored touches such as bound buttonholes, trim pockets,

and well-turned lapels, Miss Smith gives directions for making all these.

I won't try to tell you all the details—but if there's anything you want

to know about the actual making of the coat I'm sure you'll find it in Miss

Smith's bulletin.

The title again is — "Coat-Making at Home." Y u can get a single copy of

the bulletin free just by writing to the U. S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C.
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